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TheWatchful Heart - ANew
Generation of Irish poets

McBreen, ed.
978-1-907056-03-1

€18.00 256pp

To theWinds Our Sails:
IrishWriters Translate

Galician Poets
O’Donnell & Palacios, eds.

978-1-907056-37-6
€15.00 180pp

Poetry: Reading it,
Writing it, Publishing It

J. Lendennie, ed.
978-0-9561287-5-1

€15.00 192pp

Help Me To A
Getaway

Knute Skinner
978-1-907056-29-1

€15.00 248pp

Inner Cities of Gulls
J.P. Dancing Bear

978-1-907056-23-9
€12.00 82pp

Catastrophic Chords
Marck L. Beggs

978-1-903392-89-8
€12.00 64pp

I Live by the Invisible
Ray Bradbury

978-0-9561287-4-4
€14.00 100pp

Falling Body
David Cavanagh

978-1-903392-98-0
€12.00 78pp

Long Division
Andrea Cohen

978-1-9561287-1-3
€12.00 120pp
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Are you ready?
John Corless

978-1-907056-16-1
€12.00 90pp

To the New World
Valerie Duff

978-1-907056-28-4
€12.00 76pp

Dreams for
Breakfast

Susan Millar DuMars
978-1-907056-35-2

€12.00 62pp

Tethered to the Earth
Tyler Farrell

978-1-903392-81-2
€12.00 80pp

Where’s Katie?
Elaine Feeney

978-1-907056-43-7
€12.00 88pp

Saint Michael In Peril
of The Sea

Janice Fitzpatrick-Simmons
978-1-907056-08-6

€12.00 60pp

Cohort
Philip Fried

978-1-9561287-0-6
€12.00 60pp

Downstate
David Gardiner

978-1-9561287-3-7
€12.00 68pp

Free Sex Chocolate
Poems & Songs

Julian Gough
978-1-907056-36-9

€12.00 150pp
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Anniversary
Richard Halperin

978-1-907056-33-8
€12.00 96pp

At Grattan Road
Gerard Hanberry

978-1-907056-06-2
€12.00 124pp

Blue Abundance
Noel Hanlon

978-1-907056-47-5
€12.00 80pp

Beneath a Portrait
of a Horse

Cynthia Hardy
978-1-907056-40-6

€12.00 72pp

The Odor of Sanctity
Michael Heffernan
978-1-903392-94-2

€12.00 100pp

Hands Moving at the
Speed of Falling Snow

Aideen Henry
978-1-907056-31-4

€12.00 80pp

This London
Patrick Hicks

978-1-907056-27-7
€12.00 88pp

Frightening New
Furniture

Kevin Higgins
978-1-907056-25-3

€12.00 96pp

Leaf, Sunlight, Asphalt
Ben Howard

978-1-907056-13-0
€12.00 72pp



Museum Crows
Ron Houchin

978-1-907056-17-8
€12.00 84pp

One Child Sold
Larry Jaffe

978-1-907056-45-1
€12.00 96pp

Prophesying the Past
Noel King

978-1-907056-46-8
€12.00 76pp

Invitation to a Sacrifice
Dave Lordan

978-1-907056-44-4
€12.00 96pp

In Other Words
Mary Madec

978-1-907056-34-5
€12.00 76pp

Heather Island
Joan McBreen

978-1-907056-01-7
€12.00 56pp

Grace Must Wander
Stephanie McKenzie
978-1-907056-12-3

€12.00 74pp

a compact of words
rob mclennan

978-1-907056-11-6
€12.00 98pp

What Vanishes
John Menaghan

978-1-907056-14-7
€12.00 90pp



Long-distance Swimmer
Dorothy Molloy

978-1-907056-21-5
€12.00 60pp

Curve of the Moon
Noel Monahan

978-1-907056-38-3
€12.00 80pp

Spear-Fishing on the
Chatanika - New &
Selected Poems

John Morgan
978-1-907056-24-6

€12.00 138pp

Zephyr
Mary Mullen

978-1-907056-41-3
€12.00 72pp

Lovely Legs
Jean O’Brien

978-1-9561287-2-0
€12.00 80pp

Along The Liffey
Sheila O’Hagan

978-1-907056-09-3
€12.00 88pp

The Follower’s Tale
Stephen Roger Powers

978-1-907056-20-8
€12.00 100pp

Heart Turned Back
Bertha Rogers

978-1-907056-26-0
€12.00 82pp

Uttering Her Name
Gabriel Rosenstock
978-1-907056-19-2

€12.00 126pp



The San Simeon Zebras
C.J. Sage

978-1-907056-22-2
€12.00 72pp

Starting from Anywhere
Lex Runciman

978-1-907056-10-9
€12.00 82pp

Human Costume
A.E. Stringer

978-1-907056-18-5
€12.00 100pp

A Tour of Your
Country

Eamonn Wall
978-1-903392-80-5

€12.00 64pp

Chopping Wood
with T.S. Eliot

John Walsh
978-1-907056-2-0

€12.00 72pp

In Sight of Home
Nessa O’Mahony

978-1-907056-07-9
€15.00 196pp
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“Well-planned and carefully assembled,
The Watchful Heart adds to the pleasures
of all good collections a distinctive bonus: as
readers we get to hear each poet’s voice in, so
to speak, two mediums: poetry and reflective
prose. It gives a fascinating cross-section of
Irish poetry at the present time.”

Patricia Coughlan
School of English,

University College, Cork

TheWatchful Heart – A New Generation
of Irish Poets – Poems and Essays is an
anthology of the work of twenty-four
Irish poets born in the last fifty years.
It contains biographical and biblio-
graphical details of each contributor,
together with photographs. All poets
included have published at least two
collections of poetry. Poetry in Irish
with translations is also included.
None of the poetry in this anthology
has previously been published in col-
lection form and most of the essays are
published here for the first time.

JOAN MCBREEN is from Sligo. She
divides her time between Tuam and
Renvyle, County Galway. Her poetry
collections are: The Wind Beyond the
Wall (Story Line Press, 1990), AWalled
Garden in Moylough (Story Line Press
and Salmon Poetry, 1995),Winter in the
Eye – New and Selected Poems (Salmon
Poetry, 2003) and Heather Island
(Salmon Poetry, 2009).

TheWatchful Heart - A New
Generation of Irish Poets -
Poems and Essays

Edited & presented by
JOAN MCBREEN

PB – ISBN: 978-1-907056-03-1
Price: €18.00 256pp

HB – ISBN: 978-1-907056-04-8
Price: €30.00 256pp

CONTRIBUTORS:
Pat Boran

Mary Branley
Patrick Chapman

Louis De Paor
Anne Fitzgerald
Leontia Flynn

Margaret Galvin
Alan Gillis

Kevin Higgins
Gearóid Mac Lochlainn

John McAuliffe
Mary Montague
Kate Newmann

Nuala Ní Chonchúir
John O’Donnell

Mary O’Donoghue
Paul Perry

Justin Quinn
Eileen Sheehan

Peter Sirr
Cherry Smyth
Damian Smyth
David Wheatley
Joseph Woods

Anthology
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To The Winds Our Sails:
Irish Writers Translate
Galician Poets
Mary O’Donnell &
Manuela Palacios Gonzales, editors

This anthology, co-edited by Irish poet
Mary O’Donnell and Galician academ-
ic and writer DR. MANUELA PALACIOS

GONZALES, with bio-introductions
from Dr. Laura Lojo, offers five transla-
tions from ten Galician women poets,
ranging in age, experience and style. It
offers a unique insight into the imagi-
native, social and personal preoccupa-
tions with which the Galician poets
have engaged in the late 20th century
and right through the first decade of
the 21st. An interesting feature of this
anthology is that each Galician poet has
selected one poem in five to be ren-
dered purely in the Irish language.This
tri-lingual approach is an attempt to
represent the cultural and linguistic
concerns which both Ireland and
Galicia have shared historically. Irish
poets featured include NUALA NI

DHOMHNAILL,DR.MAURICE HARMON

and CATHERINE PHIL MACCARTHY,
alongside Galician writers CHUS PATO,
MARILAR ALEIXANDRE and XOHANNA

TORRES. For several of these well-
known Galician poets, this is their first
appearance in English.

Anthology

10

ISBN: 978-1-907056-37-6
Price: €15.00 180pp

THE GALICIAN POETS:
Marilar Aleixandre

Xiana Arias
María do Carme Kruckenberg

María Lado
María do Cebreiro

Chus Pato
Luz Pichel

Luz Pozo Garza
Ana Romaní

Xohana Torres

THE TRANSLATORS:
Paddy Bushe

Celia de Fréine
Maurice Harmon

Anne Le Marquand Hartigan
Rita Kelly

Catherine Phil MacCarthy
Máighréad Medbh

Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill
Martin Nugent
Mary O’Malley

Caitríona O'Reilly
Lorna Shaughnessy



Essays

ISBN: 978-0-9561287-5-1
Price: €15.00 192pp

Poetry – Reading it,Writing it, Publishing it
offers frank and carefully considered
information for poets,and others who are
interested in knowing more about how
the poetry world works. As well as
exploring basic tenets for aspiring writ-
ers, the book contains personal essays by
poets and publishers from Ireland,
Britain, the US, Canada, Australia and
Zimbabwe: Primrose Dzenga, Rita Ann
Higgins, J.P. Dancing Bear, Celia de
Fréine, Michael Heffernan, Kevin
Higgins, Seamus Cashman, Nessa
O’Mahony, Maurice Harmon, Joan
McBreen, Lex Runciman, JosephWoods,
Eamonn Wall, Susan Millar DuMars,
Emily Wall, John Hildebidle, Caroline
Lynch, Jean O’Brien, Chris Mansell,
Gabriel Fitzmaurice, John FitzGerald,
Noel King, Philip Fried, Todd Swift,
Simmons B. Buntin, Janice Fitzpatrick-
Simmons, David Gardiner, Anne
Fitzgerald and Stephanie McKenzie.

This is the sort of book you could recom-
mend to the newly writing poet keen to
know what to do with regard to the process
of getting into print. It should also prove an
invaluable resource for creative writing class-
es in this country: there are many books on
the infinite processes of making poems, but
this anthology is a welcome addition on the
Irish side of what comes next.With useful
recommended reading lists by each contrib-
utor, and the lived experience of each writer
brought to bear in the essays, there are now
fewer excuses for our standing army to be
poorly equipped.
Barbara Smith, The Stinging Fly

Poetry: Reading it,
Writing it, Publishing it
Edited by JESSIE LENDENNIE

11
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Memoir

ISBN: 978-1-907056-29-1
Price: €15.00 248pp

In 1958, KNUTE SKINNER, a Ph.D. can-
didate at Iowa University, made an
impulsive decision to leave for the
Canary Islands and spend the rest of his
life there writing poetry. His travels
took him to Ireland, Denmark,
England, Spain, Italy, and France. Along
the way, his adventures involved divert-
ing men and romantic women, and all
the time he was experimenting with
his art. Help Me to a Getaway, a mem-
oir of his two-year sojourn, describes a
Europe that no longer exists and tells a
story which was not at all what the
author expected.

Born in St. Louis, Missouri, Knute
Skinner has had a home in Ireland
since 1964. He has taught at the
University of Iowa and at Western
Washington University, where he was a
Professor of English. Retired from
teaching, he lives in Killaspuglonane,
County Clare with his spouse, Edna
Faye Kiel. His most recent book of
poetry, Fifty Years: Poems 1957-2007
(Salmon, 2007), collects fifty years of
published work, beginning with poems
which first saw serial publication in
1957 and continuing through thirteen
books.

Help Me To A Getaway
A Memoir by KNUTE SKINNER
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Poetry

Inner Cities of Gulls
Poems by J.P. DANCING BEAR

Throughout Inner Cities of Gulls, whether
penetrating the natural world or the histori-
cal one, whether in love poems or in poems
that explore other ‘inner weather’ of the
human heart, J. P. Dancing Bear reveals a
certain kind of earned wisdom. Sometimes
summoning the voices of mythical persons,
sometimes raising his own powerful voice,
this poet lends insight to our sometimes
faulty assumptions about the way life should
be lived. ‘I could change light / and sub-
stance into any gift,’ claims the speaker of
‘The Dark Current.’ The poems in this
compelling collection are themselves such a
gift. ANDREA HOLLANDER BUDY

Catastrophic Chords
Poems by MARCK L. BEGGS

In his third collection, MARCK L. BEGGS

puts forth his most thematically developed
work yet.While the first part of the book
comprises a series of musically oriented
poems about relationships and loss, the
second part concerns itself with an
extended dialogue between Henry David
Thoreau and Theodore Kaczynski, the
Unabomber.Catastrophic Chords intends to
appeal to the reader’s sense of duality and
paradox. While the Arkansas Review
declared that his “second collection of
poetry, Libido Café, further positions him
as one of Arkansas’ most compelling con-
temporary poets”, this new collection
hopes to make good on that promise.

ISBN: 978-1-903392-89-8
Price: €12.00 64pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-23-9
Price: €12.00 82pp



I Live by the Invisible
Poems by RAY BRADBURY

I Live by the Invisible: New & Selected
Poems is RAY BRADBURY’s first poetry
collection to be published outside the
U.S. First published by Salmon in
2002, this 2008 edition includes addi-
tional poems. This volume is a gift to
generations who have read and loved
his remarkable work.

A master of poetic nuance in his
prose work, his poetry is at once imme-
diate, subtle, revealing, political, philo-
sophical and magical.The world of Ray
Bradbury has always been a special
place. Millions of people have shared
in it; shared his longing; his insight; his

ISBN: 978-0-9561287-4-4
Price: €14.00 100pp

visionary knowledge of things which humanity holds dear.
These poems are haunting, telling, nostalgic, satirical, funny and wise.

In his late 80s, Ray Bradbury is still sharing, and giving so much.

From Publishers Weekly:
Most of the poems in this collection from the unquenchable Bradbury are new, but
all have his evergreen touch - accessible, humorous, quietly emotional. Now in his
80s, the master is feeling his age, as shown in “To Ireland...”: “I cannot stand
that haunted rain/ Where youngness melts away to sea.” Rain reappears as a
metaphor in “Dublin Sunday,” where he and his wife sit glumly in their hotel,
all plays sold out, a favourite pub locked.Most expressive is “Once theYearsWere
Numerous and the Funerals Few” (“Once the hours were years, now years are
hours”). For all the gloom, Bradbury can’t long restrain his usual luxuriating in
the sensual wonder of life. “It’s No-Excuses-Needed-For-Living Weather” dis-
covers the beauty of the “storm-cleansed” land. In six economical lines,
“Manet/Renoir” celebrates the varying approaches of these painters to depicting
the female form (“Rear view or facade?”).“When God in Loins a Beehive Puts”
joyfully defines coming-of-age for boys.“Ahab at the Helm” takes Melville on a
delicious parody of Thayer’s “Casey at the Bat.” The Bradbury who treasures
memory emerges in “With Love,” an account of his father’s attempts to teach him
to knot a tie, and “Byzantium I Come Not From,” a paean to his Midwest ori-
gins. Bradbury fans, Hibernophiles, general readers, even some contemporary poet-
ry snobs, will find this a lovely read.

Poetry
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Falling Body
Poems by DAVID CAVANAGH

DAVID CAVANAGH’s first book, The
Middleman (Salmon, 2003), was praised
for “struggling with difficult truths”
and for its mixture of “bold imagery,
colloquial language and stinging
humour” (Margot Harrison, Seven
Days). Falling Body extends this explo-
ration into new situations with lan-
guage both layered and evocative. A
native of Montreal with Irish ancestry
and dual Canadian/ American citizen-
ship, David Cavanagh lives a mingled
existence in Burlington, Vermont, and
is an associate dean at Johnson State
College.

ANDREA COHEN’s poems and stories
have appeared in The Atlantic Monthly,
The Threepenny Review, Glimmertrain,
The Iowa Review, Memorious and else-
where. Her first poetry collection, The
Cartographer’sVacation, received the Owl
Creek Poetry Prize; other honours
include a PEN Discovery Award and
Glimmertrain’s Short Fiction Award.
She directs the Blacksmith House
Reading Series and writes about
marine research at MIT.

ISBN: 978-0-9561287-1-3
Price: €12.00 120pp

ISBN: 978-1-903392-98-0
Price: €12.00 78pp

Long Division
Poems by ANDREA COHEN

Poetry
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Are you ready?
Poems by JOHN CORLESS

“Poetry is a serious business or so most of our
most well-known poets would have us believe.
However Corless sets out to disprove this and
most of his poems are funny and fun. He gets
down into real life and manages to find humour
in the most unlikely places from our failed
health system to the death of a friend. Others
are longer and more involved stretching over
pages effortlessly as a tale unfolds but not losing
any of the taut styling and acute observation of
the shorter poems. Corless hails from the coun-
ty Mayo and the rhythm of many of his poems
reflects the speech patterns of the West. He is
immersed in his writing, of which poetry is a
part, and it complements his position as a
teacher in creative writing at the Galway Mayo
Institute ofTechnology.”Books Ireland

To the NewWorld
Poems by VALERIE DUFF

“This is poetry full of absolute physical cele-
bration – galley stoves, flour, slabs of meat,pol-
lens, a tarnished boat – a gift, really. By turns
these poems are violent and sweet, represent-
ing many journeys. They are surreal, joyous,
startling, and fierce.” CHERYL FOLLON

VALERIE DUFF is the poetry editor for
Salamander Magazine. She earned her
masters degree in creative writing from
Boston University and Trinity College,
Dublin. Her poems have appeared in
Ploughshares, Harvard Review, PN Review
AGNI, Zoland Poetry: an Annual of
Poems, Translations and Interviews, and
elsewhere; her book reviews have
appeared in Salamander, Bostonia, and
PN Review.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-28-4
Price: €12.00 76pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-16-1
Price: €12.00 90pp

Poetry
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Dreams for Breakfast
Poems by SUSAN MILLAR DUMARS

In her second poetry collection, SUSAN

MILLAR DUMARS patrols the dangerous
border between daylight’s fragile peace
and the dark reckonings of our dreams.
The poems are sensual, surreal, dark and
darkly funny. Sarah Palin loses her head;
Albert Speer plants a garden; Plato’s ghost
stares into an empty fridge while Stephen
Fry bestows Champagne kisses. Women
lose their faces but find their voices as“We
dive into / the language sea.”Go on. Take
the plunge. SUSAN MILLAR DUMARS was
born in Philadelphia in 1966 and now
lives in Galway, Ireland, with her husband
Kevin Higgins. Her debut poetry collec-
tion, Big Pink Umbrella, was published by
Salmon Poetry in 2008.

Tethered to the Earth
Poems by TYLER FARRELL

TYLER FARRELL was educated by Irish
poets, Eamonn Wall and James Liddy in
Omaha, NE and Milwaukee, WI,
respectively. He teaches at Carroll
University and Marquette University in
Milwaukee, WI, and is book review
editor for An Sionnach. His articles and
poetry have been published in The
Book of Irish American Poetry (Notre
Dame), The New Hibernia Review, The
Recorder, Natural Bridge, RE:AL, The
Cream City Review, The Irish Literary
Supplement, Nebraska English Journal,
Jabberwock, Front Range Review,Yemassee,
and The Blue Canary. He is currently at
work on a critical book about Irish
autobiography. Tethered to the Earth is
his first collection of poetry.

ISBN: 978-1-903392-81-2
Price: €12.00 80pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-35-2
Price: €12.00 62pp

Poetry
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Where’s Katie?
Poems by ELAINE FEENEY

ELAINE FEENEY’s poems report back to
us from the front line of her own expe-
riences, and they successfully and
uniquely bear and transmit the emotion-
al weight and power of those experi-
ences, whether they be poems of a messy
divorce, of the thankless frustrations of
special needs teaching, or of her heroic
and Amazonian one-woman assault on a
lap-dancing club on Dominick Street in
Galway. Elaine Feeney was born in
Galway in 1979. She has published her
poetry widely and her work has been
translated into Lithuanian and Slovene.
She was the 2008 Cuirt International
Literature Festival Grand Slam
Champion. Where’s Katie? is her debut
collection.

Saint Michael In Peril of The Sea
Poems by JANICE FITZPATRICK SIMMONS

In this, her fifth collection, JANICE

FITZPATRICK SIMMONS continues to
record the journey of a rich and passion-
ate life. Moving on from the earlier
poems of migration and love and loss she
now concerns herself with survival,
rebirth, the tentative rediscovery of love
in all its doubts and certainties. Janice’s
work has appeared in major anthologies
such as A Rage for Order,The Backyards of
Heaven, The Blackbird’s Nest, Salmon: A
Journey in Poetry 1981-2007 and Irish
American Poets since 1800. In 1990 she
founded the Poets’ House, the first cul-
tural and educational institution in
Ireland to offer an MA in creative writ-
ing.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-08-6
Price: €12.00 60pp

Poetry
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Cohort
Poems by PHILIP FRIED

Tense with dark wit and wild originality,
PHILIP FRIED’s eagerly-awaited new
book, opens exciting territory where
poems haven’t dared to venture—the
toxic side of the Information Age as it
veers out of control. Philip Fried, a New
York-based poet, has published three
previous books of poetry: Mutual
Trespasses (1988); Quantum Genesis
(1997), which A.R. Ammons called “a
major new testament”; and Big Men
Speaking to Little Men (Salmon, 2006),
which—said Marilyn Hacker—“repre-
sents much of what I admire in contem-
porary American poetry. . . .” He is the
founder of The Manhattan Review. His
fourth collection of poetry, Early/Late,
will be published by Salmon in 2011.

Downstate
Poems by DAVID GARDINER

The poems in Downstate recount jour-
neys from DAVID GARDINER’s native
Chicago & Polish neighbourhoods of
his childhood, to the Southern territo-
ries of his distant American past, to the
contemporary Ireland where he has
lived at times over the past twenty years.
Writer, publisher, and professor, David
Gardiner splits his time between the
U.S. and his duties at Trinity College
Dublin. A published poet and critic, in
2004, he became founding editor of the
international journal, An Sionnach: A
Journal of Literature, Culture, and the Arts
(Creighton University Press) and in
2005 he took over directorial duties of
Creighton University Press.

ISBN: 978-0-9561287-3-7
Price: €12.00 68pp

ISBN: 978-0-9561287-0-6
Price: €12.00 60pp

Poetry
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Free Sex Chocolate
Poems & Songs by JULIAN GOUGH

While at university in Galway in the 1980s,
JULIAN GOUGH began writing and singing
with the underground literary rock band
Toasted Heretic.They released four albums,
and had a top ten hit in Ireland in 1991 with
‘Galway and Los Angeles’. His first novel,
Juno & Juliet,was published in 2001.His sec-
ond, Jude: Level 1 (2007) was described by
the Sunday Tribune as possibly “the finest
comic novel since Flann O’Brien’s TheThird
Policeman”. In 2007, his story ‘The Orphan
and the Mob’won the BBC National Short
Story Prize. In early 2010, the Sunday
Tribune chose Jude: Level 1 as their Irish
Novel of the Decade.His third novel, Jude in
London, will be published by Old Street in
September 2010. Free Sex Chocolate collects
his poems and songs together for the first
time in book form.

Anniversary
Poems by RICHARD HALPERIN

Anniversary is a sequence of love poems pre-
sented through a fracture of space and time: a
husband still here and writing, a wife no
longer here but present. Other poems punctu-
ate this: parents, myths, the very young, the
very old, various dead, various missing, are lit
up in a few lines, then disappear. Anniversary
calls our attention to the circularity of our lives,
the ways we live and relive...This is a pas-
sionate exploration of what makes life beauti-
ful and devastating, a journey in delight,
bereavement and above all memory.

Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin

RICHARDW.HALPERIN was born in 1943
and lives in Paris. He holds a Ph.D. in
English Literature from the City
University of New York. Since 2005,
more than eighty of Mr.Halperin’s poems
have been published,mainly in journals in
Ireland and the U.K.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-33-8
€12.00 96pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-36-9
€12.00 150pp

Poetry
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At Grattan Road
Poems by GERARD HANBERRY

In this, his third collection, Gerard Hanberry
goes for rawness and honesty, exploring a
deeper well of feeling – while there is humour
and celebration he does not shirk the darker
shades of regret, fear, anger and loss...
Thoughtful, yet sometimes playful, in the best
of these poems the personal and political are
fellow travellers, while the everyday and the
fantastic are inseparable heartbeats.

Pete Mullineaux

GERARD HANBERRY was awarded the
Brendan Kennelly/ Sunday Tribune
Poetry Prize in 2004.He is a member of
the advisory panel to the Cúirt
International Festival of Literature. He
lives in Galway.

Blue Abundance
Poems by NOEL HANLON

NOEL HANLON’s poetry is born out of her
relationships with the people, landscapes
and animals, tame and wild, of her native
Oregon.

“These poems are astonishing in their strength
- the vigor of unjaded senses, the generosity of a
mature heart.Without condescension and with-
out glib reassurance, they offer that strength in
the forms of an achieved, at times transcendent
art.”Ursula K. Le Guin

“Noel Hanlon’s voice embodies luminous pres-
ence.Whether speaking so keenly and clearly of
land she loves in Oregon and Ireland, conversa-
tions with neighbors and family, the raising of
lambs,planting,nurturing,and harvesting,all the
layers of a precious life and world -- these are
marvelous poems we could live in.They are that
deep and that wide.”Naomi Shihab Nye

ISBN: 978-1-907056-47-5
Price: €12.00 80pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-06-2
Price: €12.00 124pp

Poetry
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Beneath a Portrait of a Horse
Poems by CYNTHIA HARDY

The poems in this book are not all about
horses. They are poems of longing,disap-
pointment, and discovery, of the natural
world bumping up against the man-made
world, of the small places where we can
find respite. Written over a span of years
and in various locations, they reflect the
poet’s impulse to find beauty in the mun-
dane, and in the remote.

CYNTHIA HARDY has published poems
and stories in Permafrost, The Northern
Review, and Ice-Floe: An International
Journal of the Far North. She lives in
Fairbanks, Alaska, where she teaches at
the University of Alaska Fairbanks,
dances, gardens, and tends the horses
that appear in these poems.

When Love Is Not Enough:
Poems 2000-2009
MAURICE HARMON

To mark his 80th birthday MAURICE

HARMON has brought together a sample
of poems written in the last two years
together with selections from the three
collections published by Salmon Poetry:
The Last Regatta,The Doll withTwo Backs,
and The Mischievous Boy. In the pages of
When Love Is Not Enough:New and Selected
Poems, the range and variety of Harmon’s
work is evident.He has a distinctive voice,
both serious and playful, combining love
poems with political satire, elegies with
family portraits; he also writes poems of
surprising eroticism which arise from his
questioning of clerical oppression.
Throughout this selection there is evi-
dence of that poetic intelligence and
meticulous technique that make
Harmon’s work both satisfying and wor-
thy of celebration.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-39-0
Price: €12.00 88pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-40-6
Price: €12.00 72pp
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The Odor of Sanctity
Poems by MICHAEL HEFFERNAN

MICHAEL HEFFERNAN studied at the
University of Detroit (A.B.) and the
University of Massachusetts (Ph.D.). He
has taught the study and practice of poet-
ry at the University of Arkansas
(Fayetteville) since 1986. His books
include The Cry of Oliver Hardy (1979),To
theWreakers of Havoc (1984), both recent-
ly reissued by the University of Georgia
Press;The Man at Home (Arkansas, 1988);
Love’s Answer (Iowa Poetry Prize, 1994);
The Night Breeze Off the Ocean (Eastern
Washington University Press, 2005),
along with his two earlier books from
Salmon, The Back Road to Arcadia (1994)
and Another Part of the Island (1999).

Hands Moving at the Speed
of Falling Snow
Poems by AIDEEN HENRY

AIDEEN HENRY lives in Galway and
works as a writer, university lecturer
and medical doctor. Her poems have
been published previously in several lit-
erary journals and magazines including
Crannóg, The Shop, Ropes, the Cúirt
Annual and Southword, and she has
given many poetry readings around
Ireland. She received a 1st Class
Honours MA in Writing from NUI,
Galway in autumn 2008. This is her
first collection of poetry. She also
writes plays and short stories.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-31-4
Price: €12.00 80pp

ISBN: 978-1-903392-94-2
Price: €12.00 100pp
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This London
Poems by PATRICK HICKS

Two thousand years ago a tiny village was
founded on the marshy banks of the River
Thames. Since then, this outpost of a
crumbling Roman Empire has become an
international city, a magnetic intersection
between cultures and histories. London
was once the capital for millions of colo-
nized people around the globe, includ-
ing—for nearly 200 years—a land that
would eventually become the United
States.For good or bad,our tongues move
with words and ideas that bubbled up from
this mighty city. In this new collection,
PATRICK HICKS explores connections
between history and place,colonialism and
language, visiting and belonging, and he
points out the hidden streets and person-
alities of a city that changed the world.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-27-7
Price: €12.00 88pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-25-3
Price: €12.00 96pp

In poems laced with the blackest
humour KEVIN HIGGINS spares no-one,
least of all himself. In this his third col-
lection, he takes the reader through the
hubris of boom time Ireland and out
the other side into a strange country
where everything is suddenly broken
again. Just when Ireland imagined itself
to have finally escaped history, the stat-
ues of virgins and freedom fighters are
on the move again. Higgins goes all the
way into the dark to investigate what’s
left when youthful political idealism –
his ‘old political furniture’ – gives way
under the sheer weight of what actual-
ly happens.

Frightening New Furniture
Poems by KEVIN HIGGINS
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ISBN: 978-1-907056-13-0
Price: €12.00 72pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-17-8
Price: €12.00 84pp

RON HOUCHIN was a public school
teacher in the Appalachian region of
southernmost Ohio for thirty years.
Though raised on the remote banks of
the Ohio River in Huntington, West
Virginia, he has travelled throughout
Europe, Canada, and the U.S. His work
has appeared in Poetry Ireland Review,
The Stinging Fly, The Southwest Review,
Appalachian Heritage, The New Orleans
Review, and over two hundred other
venues. His poems have been featured
on Verse Daily. He has published three
collections with Salmon Poetry.

Museum Crows
Poems by RON HOUCHIN

The poems of BEN HOWARD’s sixth col-
lection bring an exact and ceremonial
attention to the things of this world.
Whether the object of attention be a red-
twig dogwood, Dublin in July, or the
“lucid silence” envisioned by Thomas
Merton, these poems speak in a language
of open awareness and a voice of uncom-
mon grace. A native of eastern Iowa,Ben
Howard is the author of The Pressed
Melodeon: Essays on Modern Irish Writing
(Story Line Press, 1996), the verse novella
Midcentury (Salmon, 1997), and four pre-
vious collections of poems, most recently
Dark Pool (Salmon,2004). He is Professor
of English Emeritus at Alfred University.

Leaf, Sunlight, Asphalt
Poems by BEN HOWARD
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ISBN: 978-1-907056-45-1
Price: €12.00 96pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-46-8
Price: €12.00 76pp

NOEL KING is an actor, writer and editor,
native of Tralee, Co. Kerry. His poetry,
short stories, articles and reviews have
appeared in publications in over thirty
countries. Poems from this, his debut col-
lection, have been published in journals
as diverse as Poetry Ireland Review, The
SundayTribune,Bongos of the World (Japan),
The Dailhousie University Review (Canada),
Kotaz (South Africa), Poetry Salzburg
Review and Polestar (Australia). He edits
Doghouse Books, a poetry imprint, with
27 titles published since 2004. The poems
in Prophesying the Past speak through a
more urban voice; rooted in history, both
social and political. The personas in his
work give voice to the social and eco-
nomic dilemmas of a people from
wartime Ireland through to the post
Celtic tiger era.

Prophesying the Past
Poems by NOEL KING

LARRY JAFFE has been using his art to pro-
mote human rights throughout his entire
professional career. He is an official
Ambassador forYouth for Human Rights
as well as their Poet Laureate. Jaffe served as
International Readings Coordinator for
the UNESCO Dialogue among
Civilizations through Poetry Project 2001-
2004.He is also the co-founder of Poets for
Human Rights, an international coalition
of poets and human rights advocates.From
the sensually romantic to humour and
social commentary, Larry Jaffe impacts
audiences with a rich emotional range,
masterfully crafted.

One Child Sold: Human
Trafficking and Rights
Poems by LARRY JAFFEE

Poetry
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ISBN: 978-1-907056-44-4
Price: €12.00 96pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-34-5
Price: €12.00 76pp

In this début collection, MARY MADEC

tests the power and resilience of lan-
guage to explore the intractable inti-
macies of our connection with the
world, from first memories and love to
brave and incisive portraits of real and
imagined lives. There is an underlying
compassion and humour in this book
which takes us to new places in our-
selves and an intelligence and clarity
which helps us to see exactly where in
fact we are. In April 2008, Mary Madec
was the recipient of the Hennessy XO
Award for Emerging Poetry for her
long poem “In Other Words” which
appears in this collection.

In Other Words
Poems by MARY MADEC

Invitation to a Sacrifice is the second collec-
tion of poetry from a prizewinning author
who has already made a considerable rep-
utation through publications and readings.
DAVE LORDAN’s debut collection,The Boy
in the Ring (Salmon, 2007) was shortlisted
for the prestigious Irish Times Poetry
NowAward in 2008 and was winner of the
2008 StrongAward for Best First Collection.

“Compelling poetry... immediately engaging
with its vivid language, energy and passion”
TheoDorganandPaulaMeehan,Judges
report,Patrick KavanaghAward 2005

“Roars like an angry staccato of poemfire, rem-
iniscent of old Ginsberg” dublinka.com

Invitation to a Sacrifice
Poems by DAVE LORDAN



PB – ISBN: 978-1-907056-01-7
Price: €12.00 56pp

HB – ISBN: 978-1-907056-02-4
Price: €18.00 56pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-12-3
Price: €12.00 74pp

STEPHANIE MCKENZIE is a poet, editor
and professor. She is co-editor of The
Echoing Years: An Anthology of
Contemporary Poetry and Translation from
Canada and Ireland (2007) and co-edi-
tor and co-publisher of However Blow
the Winds: An Anthology of Poetry and
Song from Newfoundland & Labrador and
Ireland (2004) and The Backyards of
Heaven: Contemporary Poetry from
Newfoundland and Labrador and Ireland
(2003). Her first collection of poetry,
Cutting My Mother’s Hair, was published
by Salmon in 2006.

Grace Must Wander
Poems by STEPHANIE MCKENZIE

JOAN MCBREEN’s previous poetry col-
lections are: The Wind Beyond the Wall
(Story Line Press,1990),AWalled Garden
in Moylough (Story Line Press and
Salmon Poetry, 1995) and Winter in the
Eye – New and Selected Poems (Salmon
Poetry, 2003). Her anthologies The
White Page /An Bhileog Bhán –Twentieth-
Century Irish Women Poets and The
Watchful Heart – A New Generation of
Irish Poets – Poems and Essays were pub-
lished by Salmon in 1999 and 2009
respectively. A native of Sligo, she
divides her time between Tuam and
Renvyle, County Galway.

Heather Island
Poems by JOAN MCBREEN
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ISBN: 978-1-907056-11-6
Price: €12.00 98pp

Born in Ottawa in 1970, ROB MCLEN-
NAN currently lives in Ottawa. He has
published nearly two dozen trade titles of
poetry, fiction and non-fiction in
Canada, England and Ireland, and his
poetry, fiction and critical work has
appeared in over one hundred journals
and anthologies in fourteen countries
and in three languages. A prolific editor
and publisher, he has edited a number of
books for publishers including
Insomniac Press,NeWest Press,Guernica
Editions, Black Moss andVehicule, and is
the editor/publisher of above/ground
press and the long poem magazine
STANZAS (both founded in 1993).

a compact of words
Poems by ROB McLENNAN

What Vanishes
Poems by JOHN MENAGHAN

“Menaghan is anAmerican poet born in New
Jersey but is well travelled having lived in
Boston,Vancouver and London. He has trav-
elled much in Ireland too from Dublin to
Belfast to Galway,Gortahork and Dingle. The
poems reflect this life of travel and are evocative
of places he has lived in or visited to read his
work, adding such places as Budapest and
Australia to the list. The collection is divided
into four sections reflecting different facets of his
travels, concerns and experiences. He is not
afraid to experiment and engages with musical
forms like bluegrass, jazz and even punk. He
is experimental too in that he does not confine
himself to the conventional layout of poetry but,
rather like a jazz piece, allows his words to
wander and take on different shapes.”

Books Ireland

ISBN: 978-1-907056-14-7
Price: €12.00 90pp
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ISBN: 978-1-907056-21-5
Price: €12.00 60pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-38-3
Price: €12.00 80pp

Monahan’s voice is shimmering with light,at his
best when writing about life in the country...
Noel Monahan is a poet with a strong track
record.Poetry Ireland Review

Curve of The Moon is NOEL MONAHAN’s
fifth collection of poetry. Monahan has
won numerous awards for his poetry and
writing. His awards include: The SeaCat
National Poetry Award, organised by
Poetry Ireland, the RTE P.J. O’Connor
Award,theASTIAchievementsAward,The
Hiberno-English Poetry Award and The
Irish Writers’ Union Poetry Award. His
poetry is prescribed text for LEAVING
CERTIFICATE ENGLISH, due for
examination in 2011 and 2012.

Curve of the Moon
Poems by NOEL MONAHAN

Dorothy Molloy’s first collection, Hare
Soup, was accepted by Faber and Faber
and published posthumously in 2004.
The papers Dorothy left after her death
contained enough unpublished poems
for two further books, which have been
assembled by her husband, Andrew
Carpenter. The first of these posthu-
mous collections, Gethsemane Day, was
published by Faber and Faber in 2007.
Long-distance Swimmer, the final collec-
tion of her work, solidifies her reputa-
tion as a remarkable poet of passion and
integrity.

Long-distance Swimmer
Poems by DOROTHY MOLLOY
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Spear-Fishing on the Chatanika:
New & Selected Poems
by JOHN MORGAN

This book is the culmination of over forty
years of writing by this distinguished
Alaskan poet. It opens with a gathering of
recent work, ranging from poems of family
and travel to explorations of landscape,
dream and history.Generous selection from
Morgan’s three previous books, (each of
which was chosen for publication in a
national competition in the U.S.) follow,
and the collection concludes with a moving
sequence dealing with his son Ben’s near-
fatal coma due to encephalitis and the long
term consequences of that illness. Annie
Dillard has written that Morgan’s poems
“are strong and full of carefully controlled feeling.
They are tender and precise evocations of the moral
and sensory life of man.”

Zephyr
Poems by MARY MULLEN

The poems in Zephyr are crafted by a poet
with a fresh voice who invites us into three
unique places: Alaska, the west of Ireland,
and the world of a girl with Down syn-
drome. This first collection of poems by
MARY MULLEN is cinematically beautiful,
and brightly honest in exploring the emo-
tional landscape of single motherhood,
inclusion,the search for belonging,the art of
dancing with a foot on two continents, and
the longing for a world set right. These
carefully crafted poems will linger – as all
good poetry does. Mary Mullen’s poems
have been published in The Stinging Fly,
Crannog,West47online, the Cuirt Annual, and
Landing Places, an anthology of Immigrant
poets. Her non-fiction pieces have been
featured in the Cork Literary Review, We
Alaskans,The IrishTimes, and RTE Radio 1.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-24-6
Price: €12.00 138pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-41-3
Price: €12.00 72pp
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Lovely Legs
Poems by JEAN O’BRIEN

A lively and very readable collection;
O’Brien has returned to many of her
earlier themes, including dislocation – as
she seeks to capture the precise moment
of an event, its fulcrum. There are poems
of heart and hearth and human relation-
ships, familial, sexual and historical.
Many of these poems, though serious in
intent, are dealt with in a lighthearted
and often witty manner. JEAN O’BRIEN

is a Dubliner now living in the Midlands.
Her work is widely published in maga-
zines and journals. She has published
two previous collections of poetry, The
Shadow Keeper (Salmon, 1997) and
Dangerous Dresses (2005).

Along The Liffey:
Poems & Short Stories
by SHEILA O’HAGAN

“O’Hagan is an accomplished poet who first
began writing in 1984 when in London study-
ing at Birkbeck College. Her poetry has been
widely published and won numerous prizes.As
well as this she writes short stories which make
up the other part of her creative output and these
too have been widely published. In this collec-
tion they are interspersed among the poems,and
both are largely concerned with her experiences
and observations in modern Dublin. She cap-
tures life in the city, its loneliness, its loves and
encounters. There is a contrast in styles between
her two forms of expression.The prose is more
hard edged and rooted in the day to day, telling
stories of life that could not be encapsulated in
a poem.”Books Ireland

ISBN: 978-1-907056-09-3
Price: €12.00 82pp

ISBN: 978-0-9561287-2-0
Price: €12.00 80pp
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The Follower’s Tale
Poems by STEPHEN ROGER POWERS

Like nothing else in Tennessee or anywhere
else,Stephen Roger Powers’The Follower’s
Tale explores the lovestorms, hardships and
delights long yarned and yodeled in country
songs, but this whirlwind of a collection at once
ironizes, subverts and deepens the miseries
and joys of yearning without ever taking its
eyes off the miraculous Dolly Parton. As the
narrator observes, fantasizes and even chan-
nels the Pigeon Forge nightingale, he discov-
ers that her down-to-earth royal kitsch pro-
vides the key to life’s most elusive mysteries.
By the time Powers has worked his magic,
even the slovenly wilderness will want to
wig up and warble a chorus of “Jolene.”

R.T. Smith

Heart Turned Back
Poems by BERTHA ROGERS

Rich in knowledge of forest and farmland,
dreamscapes, bucolic and nightmarish,
BERTHA ROGERS in her latest book of
poems summons up vivid worlds and rec-
ollections with clarity and haunting music.
She has a painter’s eye for composition and
colour, and a naturalist’s keen sense of
observation. I am grateful for “rampant
goldenrod, the spider’s yellow” for the
“evening primrose/prodigious in its
white-veined/leaves”, and the poet’s “bro-
ken pages of autumn.”This is a book that
delights and dazzles with its truths, and
proves Rogers a poet to be reckoned with.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-26-0
Price: €12.00 82pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-20-8
Price: €12.00 100pp
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Uttering Her Name
Poems by GABRIEL ROSENSTOCK

Uttering Her Name consists of sponta-
neous, ecstatic utterances in what the
author calls a neo-bhakti style, that is to
say a modern slant on those poems of
intense devotion which are still read and
sung in India today. GABRIEL

ROSENSTOCK is a poet and haikuist,
author-translator of over 100 books,
mostly in Irish. Rogha Dánta/ Selected
Poems is a selection translated by Paddy
Bushe into English and published by Cló
Iar-Chonnachta and Edition Rugerup
has published a selection in German.
Cambridge Scholars Publishing brought
out his musings on haiku in 2009,Haiku
Enlightenment and Haiku, the Gentle Art of
Disappearing.

Starting from Anywhere
Poems by LEX RUNCIMAN

Starting from Anywhere is based upon the
generous belief that poetry can begin with any-
thing: a painting, a line from another poem, or
even how perfectly ordinary things can “balk
account.” The urgency underlying these quiet
poems reveals how the eye and imagination can,
must, or perhaps simply will, remake the world.

Lisa Steinman

Born and raised in Portland, LEX

RUNCIMAN has lived most of his life in
Oregon’s Willamette Valley. Starting from
Anywhere is his fourth collection of poetry,
following Luck (1981), The Admirations
(1989) which won the Oregon Book
Award, and Out ofTown (2004).

ISBN: 978-1-907056-10-9
Price: €12.00 82pp

ISBN: 978-1-907056-19-2
Price: €12.00 128pp
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Human Costume
Poems by A.E. STRINGER

A. E. STRINGER is the author of a previ-
ous collection of poems,Channel Markers
(Wesleyan University Press). His work
has appeared in such journals as The
Nation,Antaeus,The Ohio Review, Denver
Quarterly, Shenandoah, Poetry Northwest,
and The Cincinnati Review, as well as in
the recent anthology, Backcountry:
ContemporaryWriting inWestVirginia. He
has recently edited and introduced a new
edition of Louise McNeill’s classic
Appalachian poetry collection Paradox
Hill (West Virginia University Press,
2009). For the past twenty years, he has
taught writing and literature at Marshall
University in Huntington,WestVirginia.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-18-5
Price: €12.00 100pp
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The San Simeon Zebras
Poems by C.J. SAGE

These poems read like a phantasmagoric zoo—
a restless, and relentless, collection of beasts cre-
ated by sound-play,hallucination,and pleasure.
There is a feeling of idée fixe, of obsession, that
drives this poet onward to build a linguistic
Island of Dr. Moreau where dream and the
subconscious are barely contained by the ration-
al impulses of language—to fascinating effect.
Larissa Szporluk
C. J. SAGE’s poems appear in publications
such as The Antioch Review, BlackWarrior
Review, Boston Review, Ploughshares,
Shenandoah, and The Threepenny Review.
She edits The National Poetry Review and
Press and works as a Realtor in Santa
Cruz and surrounding counties. Sage
resides in Rio Del Mar, California, a
coastal town on the Monterey Bay.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-22-2
Price: €12.00 72pp



A Tour of Your Country
Poems by EAMONN WALL

In his most wide-ranging work to date,
EAMONN WALL probes and meditates
on the histories, habitations, landscapes
and ecologies of ancestral and newly-
encountered places. A Tour of Your
Country takes the reader from the
American West to the Arctic to Wall’s
native Wexford, and to some spaces in-
between. Eamonn Wall now lives in
Missouri. A Tour of Your Country is his
fifth volume of poetry to be published
by Salmon. His sixth collection will
appear from Salmon in 2011. He
teaches at the University of Missouri-
St. Louis.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-42-0
Price: €12.00 72pp

ChoppingWood with T.S. Eliot
Poems by John Walsh

JOHN WALSH has had two previous col-
lections of poetry, Johnny tell Them
(Guildhall Press, Derry, 2006) and Love’s
Enterprise Zone (Doire Press,
Connemara). His poems have been
published in Ireland, the UK and Austria
and he has read and performed his
poems at events in Ireland, the UK,
Germany and Sweden. He is organizer
and MC of the successful performance
poetry event North Beach Poetry
Nights in the Crane Bar, Galway.
Chopping Wood with T.S. Eliot is a col-
lection of sixty new poems to celebrate
his reaching the mature age of sixty.

ISBN: 978-1-903392-80-5
Price: €12.00 64pp
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In Sight of Home
A verse novel by NESSA O’MAHONY

“Nessa O’Mahony’s writing is subtle and
precise and this fine book crackles with truth-
fulness. But even more importantly, this is a
work of great beauty, a story of how past and
present flow into one another all the time.
It’s a moving, powerful and richly pleasurable
read, audaciously imagined and achieved.”

Joseph O’Connor

“This is the best verse-novel I’ve read in years,
a many-stranded docu-fiction inspired by a real
archive of unpublished correspondence recording
the Australian adventures of the emigrant
Butlers of Kilkenny. Personal letters,with their
brisk, vivid authenticity, contrast with brilliant-
ly convincing poems created by O’Mahony in
the personae of the long-suffering protagonist,
Margaret, and her smart young serving-girl,
Lizzie. But this is only part of the story. The
nineteenth-century tale is made to resonate
within a strong, contemporary, framing narrative
centered on Fiona Sheehan, an engaging, feisty,
Dublin woman-writer who discovers the
archive, love,and NorthWales on her own jour-
ney of emigration and return. In Sight of
Home is a truly original work which sets new
standards and breaks new ground in the verse-
novel, while at the same time inviting us into
an effortlessly entertaining and ultimately pro-
foundly moving ‘good read.’”

Carol Rumens

NESSA O’MAHONY was born and lives in
Dublin. She has been shortlisted for
Patrick Kavanagh Prize and Hennessy
Literature Awards. Her second poetry
collection,Trapping a Ghost,was published
by bluechrome publishing in 2005 and
her third, The Side Road to Star, is forth-
coming from bluechrome in 2009.

ISBN: 978-1-907056-07-9
Price: €15.00 196pp
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